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Abstract 
Alara-Lukagro is a manufacturer of noise control solutions. One product range consist of acoustic door sets. 

The door sets are tailor made for projects and have more than just acoustic properties. Each individual 

Property implies size limitations depending on the legislation involved in the acquiring of the certificates. 

The manufacturing of these door sets is more labor intensive than mass produced door sets, the door sets are 

mostly used when acoustic isolation requirements are high in the lower frequencies. Despite the use of 

double walled structures, mass is an important ingredient for achieving these properties. Therefore the 

weights of the door sets is high, sometimes more than available ironmongery, or mechanics can handle. 

Therefore Alara-Lukagro started this year in conducting research in ways to achieve comparable properties 

with less weight. The evaluation in lower frequencies is sometimes unpredictable. While simulations 

become more viable. In this presentation Alara-Lukagro will share some of the experience gained by using 

FEM and Laser-Doppler-Spectro-Vibrometric measurements. 

1 Introduction 

As a door manufacturer there are a couple of phenomena that influence the design of doors. Certification, 

legislation and documentation play an ever more important role. There are more possibilities in access 

control, and even intensively used structures use more and more lightweight construction-elements. Alara-

Lukagro is a steel works that is specialized in acoustics and vibration control. It therefore also produces steel 

doors. Doors are always built to order, and the development of adjustments is so, that several adjustments 

are introduced annually. Alara-Lukagro now has one of the most versatile doors in the world. But because 

of all these certifications, the restrictions on modifications are high. In order to stay ahead of the competition 

both the effect of drastic design changes for future doors, and small modifications need to be quantified 

acoustically. In order to do so in an acceptable timescale, the use of a finite element method is beneficial. 

These models are good in predicting improvements and impairments, but absolute values can be far from 

reality. Alara-Lukagro has asked the KU Leuven to perform Laser-Doppler-Spectro-Vibrometric 

measurements in order to help quantify its' models and eventually improve their modelling skills. So that 

the finite element method could better predict the effect of adjustments, and can be an essential aid in a 

complete design change. 

In this paper the use of two dimensional and three dimensional models is compared with results from both 

laser-spectro-vibrometic measurements and acoustic measurements. The field in which we are mostly active 

requires insight between 25 and 400 Hz. By leaving out higher frequencies we can significantly reduce 

simulation times. 

The aim of this paper was to show the correspondence between measurements and simulations. Especially 

because the predictability of the lower frequency of these frequencies is higher. The model still needs to 
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undergo significant changes. Therefore it is more a reflection on what changes need to be made, and why 

they are important in the specific modeling of a door structure. These reflections are important, because they 

bridge theory and practice. 

2 Laser-Doppler-Spectro-vibrometric test 

2.1 General 

This test method analysis the vibration of an object. Since the radiated sound is directly related to the 

vibrations of a solid surface area that resolves in pressure fluctuations in air, this can be directly related to 

sound radiation of a surface. The laser doesn't influence the structural dynamics of the surface, because it 

doesn't change the mass or intervenes with the dynamics. In order to conduct such research reflective stickers 

need to be placed on the sample (see figure 1). The test was conducted in both directions. The stickers 

introduce a negligible change in mass. The excitation was done by a shaker, as seen in figure 1 on the right. 

 

Figure 1. On the left and in the middle, measurement points on both directions. On the right the setup of the 

shaker. 

Besides laser-Doppler-spectro-vibrometric measurements, ISO 10140 measurements were conducted. The 

sound reduction that is measured with laser-Doppler-spectro-vibrometry between 5 and 80 Hz is used, and 

the ISO 10140 measurements are used in higher frequencies. Two completely different door sets were 

measured the second door set is used to validate the robustness of the models. This report will focus on the 

most simple construction of the two doors.  

2.2 Measurement results 

First the results of all 91 observation points is averaged per excitation point. The excitation points are put in 

a grid of 3, times 6 point grid. Point 3,2 may seems like an anomaly, but may also be explained by its 

proximity next to a fixed locking point. 
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Figure 2. Mean transfer function per excitation point, the excitation points (horizontal direction, vertical 

direction). 

 

From the transfer function as well as the ISO measurements a sound reduction value R may be derived. 

Values from both methods are plotted in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Continuous experimental results on the sound reduction favoring LDV till 80 Hz in single colored 

line and ISO 10140 from 80 Hz in dashed double colored line. 

Bases on the transfer function, lower sound reductions between 80 and 350 Hz are expected than found 

based on ISO 10140 (see figure 2 and 3). It is not certain if this is due to interactions between the door and 

the wall, or if this is due to the method. A shaker has the benefits that it does not suffer from acoustic modes 

in the sending or receiving chamber, and is less effected by background noise than acoustic measurements. 

The influence of the point load of a shaker should be compared to an acoustic wave,especially in this 

frequency range. 
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Figure 4. The vertical pressure index with respect to different frequencies 

From figure 4 both at 7.5 and 33 Hz the modes of the door can be derived. At 7.5 Hz door acts as I n first 

mode, at 33 Hz the oscillation is split in six areas, of which three positive and three negative. One positive 

part at the upper half and two positive parts at the lower half near the sides. In time domain the positives 

and negatives interchange. 

3 Finite Element Method 

The sound reduction from figure 3 is compared to a 2-D simulation in figure 5 (left). In the 2-D simultion 

the optimum width was determined in order to reduce the probabillity of coincidences in a frequency 

domain where attenuation is so low, that could cause a risk on the ovrall sound reduction. Therefore the 

doorwidth was 1.3 m. 

In figure 3 te lowest sound reduction is found just over 50 Hz. This dip cannot be found in the 3D model. 

This could be due to the fact that the height in the door will dominate the direction of the free sound field, 

which effect is not present in the 2D model. This height is roughly twice the width. Despite this logics this 

is a reminder of one great risk we can find in 2D modelling of such structures. 

The sound reduction in dB equals: 

𝑅 = 10·𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑃𝑖𝑛(𝑓)−𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑓)

𝐴
      (1) 

Her Pin(f) is the incoming sound power as a function of frequency, and Pout(f) is the outgoing sound power 

as a function of frequency. 

  

Figure 5. (left) sound reduction in 2D model (right) sound reduction in a 3D model. 
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3.1 2-Dimensional model 

Another importnt issue with the 2D- model is the overestimation of the noise reduction. As a source a 

random wave field was used. In the gemetrical sound pressure level plots as shown in figure 6 can be seen 

that the perfectly matched layer at the outer shell of the acoustic field needs to conferge to quickly into zero. 

This is especially clear on the strong color variation on the loaded side. There was also no empty element 

placed between the random field and the door. This may result in an upstruction of the feedback/interaction 

of the door leaf on this pressure field. Because of the absence of the predominant diretin, namely the height 

of the door, the 2D model sould not be used for this frequency range anyway. 

 

Figure 6. Sound pressure field around 31 and 300 Hz on both sides of te dividing structure according to a 

simple 2-D model. 

3.2 Modes in the 3D model 

The three dimensional model is more in line with the experiments, however the lower sound reduction values 

spread over a much wider range of frequencies. Than found in the experiments. The model used a plane 

wave radiation. When the isosurfaces in figure 7 are compared to the experimental results it can be seen that 

the behavior is similar in 7.5 Hz. Experiments point 7 Hz out as the eigen-frequency of the door, but that 

doesn't reflect the outcome of the simulations. In 33 Hz we don't find the third mode in the simulation, which 

doesn't correspond with the experiments. A similar pattern as in the experiments only disappears at 43 Hz, 

as can be seen on the right of figure 7. So even the shape patterns in the model are different from the 

experiments. 
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Figure 7. Isosurfaces of sound pressure levels in frequencies round 7.5, 33, and 43 Hz. 

3.3 Reflections on comparison between experiment and the 3-D model 

Simulations are always a simplification of the real world. In order to make these simplifications assumptions 

are made. Some assumptions have proven to be negligible others are new for this specific model and are 

reviewed in this section. 

A. Excitation of the load side 

18 excitation points were selected. The test door was not uniform on the inside of these positions. More 

excitation points may show better comparison with the excitation by an acoustic field. Although 18 points 

may also be sufficient. Making additional measurements is costly and time consuming. The effect of more 

excitation points could be best investigated in a simulation. 

B. character of the load 

Especially in low frequencies, the acoustic load has a wide area of comparable load, and can at the same 

time pose an equal opposite force at a significant distance. This has a different mechanical vibration dynamic 

with the plate work on the loaded side. As expressed earlier there are also benefits for a mechanical load, 

like the shaker that was used, noise in a laboratory in these frequencies can create standing waves in different 

modes, which can interact with the door surface by the positioning of the door surface in the room. 

Comparison of these measurements with such a model should be subject to the same load conditions, being 

point excitation rather that an acoustic load.  

C. Interaction with frame, elasticity, hinges, lock and rubber 

From figure 2 can be seen, the connection points can have a strong influence on the low frequency behavior 

of a door. This corresponds with field measurements that are not included in this paper. It does however 

show the importance of these connections in accordance with acoustical simulations. This may even be the 

strongest suspects why not all the coincidence frequencies from the measurement could be found in the 

simulation. These mechanisms should therefore be included in the model. 

D. Leakage along door 

The rubber sealing is in many cases the weakest point in the acoustic insulation of a door. Therefore 

interaction between the noise in the air between the door and the door frame can have a significant influence 

on the door leaf on the unloaded side. However since we don't use acoustic excitation this path can be 

assumed negligible. 
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E. simplification on bended curves in steel. 

Steel doesn't deform in sharp angles, but is bended over a curvature. The radius of this curvature is small, 

typically below 2 mm. However bending also influences the mechanical properties of the steel. The model 

could be refined to take this local deviation into account. 

F. Material properties not specifically verified 

Some important material chooses of the internals of the door do not come with a full list of properties. Based 

on similar materials some properties such as the speed of sound had to be estimated. Furthermore the average 

speed of sound within porous material could differ from the speed of sound in air, because of the high 

viscosity. How the model deals with the interacting viscosity and the interaction with speed of sound has to 

be investigated, as well as some properties need to be verified. 

G. Mesh accuracy 

Convergence plots don't show the model to have any problems with convergence. Therefore the mesh must 

be assumed sufficiently refined. Since the model will need to be adjusted in a number of ways, this needs to 

be reinvestigated after each adjustment. 

It should be clear that these models cannot just be built and expected to correspond with reality, even if the 

mesh is perfect, all material properties are known and implemented in the right way, and the physics is 

correct. Interactions with boundaries and the character of the load are important factors. 

4 Conclusions 

Both simulations and measurement result show phenomena around the coincidence frequencies that comply 

with logics. However the model is lacking a number of potential coincidences that are found in reality. It 

can safely be assumed the initial optimum dimensions were false. The 3D model has sound reduction values 

that are in the same order of magnitude as the experiment. However the 3D model seems to miss out on 

more potential coincidences than the 2D model. The model will need to be adjusted, it should include 

connections to the frame, and it should be excited in the same way as the experiment. After these adjustments 

the comparison should again be made before further refinement of the model. 
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